Jets: before 2006

Cones are IR
unsafe!

IR unsafety affects jet
cross-sections by less
than 1%, so don’t need
to care!

The Cone
is too
rigid!

kt collects too
much soft
radiation!

Jet area not well
defined in kt: U.E. and
pile-up subtraction too
difficult!

Cones have a
well-defined
circular area!

What
about dark
towers??
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After all, if D=1.35 R
Cone and kt are
practically the same
thing....

Where do jets enter ?
Essentially everywhere at colliders!
Jets are an essential tool for a variety of studies:
top reconstruction
mass measurements
most Higgs and NP searches
general tool to attribute structure to an event
instrumental for QCD studies, e.g. inclusive-jet measurements
important input for PDF determinations
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Jets
Jets provide a way of projecting away the multiparticle dynamics of an
event leave a simple quasi-partonic picture of the hard scattering

Understanding jets
The projection is fundamentally ambiguous
jet physics is a rich subject Understa
Phenomenology: lecture 4 (75/101)
Understanding jets
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Previous lecture

Previous lecture
Divergent matrix element for
emission of soft and collinear
gluons.

Divergent matrix eleme
emission of soft and co
gluons.

‘Good’ observables are
insensitive to this — infrared
and collinear safe.

‘Good’ observables are
insensitive to this — in
and collinear safe.

But complex event structure is
still present (and must be
understood for many practical
uses of QCD).

But complex event stru
still present (and must
understood for many p
uses of QCD).
This lecture

This lecture

Try to see how event structure builds up.

Try to see how event structure builds up.

Ambiguities:
1) Which particles should belong to a same jet ?
2) How does recombine the particle momenta to give the jet-momentum?
See when that information is relevant

See when that information is relevant
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!

Periodic key developments in jet definitions spurred by
ever-increasing experimental sophistication.

!

Approach of LHC provides motivation for taking a new,
fresh, systematic look at jets.

!

This talk: some of the discoveries along the way

Jet developments

Snowmass (cone)
Jade, seq. rec. k

Sterman
Weinberg

t

UA1+2 cones

1975

1980

1985

1990

Tev Run II wkshp
(midpoint cone)
Cambridge
Aachen

1995

2000

fast-kt, SISCone, anti-kt,
jet-areas, jet-flavour, nonperturbative effects,
quality measures, jetsubstructure ...

2005

Definitions shown are those with widest exptl. impact
NB: also ARCLUS, OJF, . . .
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Two broad classes of jet algorithms
Today many extensions of the original Sterman-Weinberg jets.
Modern jet-algorithms divided into two broad classes
Jet algorithms

Cone type

(UA1,JetCLU, Midpoint,
SISCone..)

⤶⤷

top down approach:
cluster particles according to
distance in coordinate-space
Idea: put cones along dominant
direction of energy flow

Sequential

(kt-type, Jade, Cambridge/
Aachen...)

bottom up approach: cluster
particles according to distance
in momentum-space
Idea: undo branchings occurred
in the PT evolution
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and azimuth (4) (CDF, UAI, DO, UA2). B is the polar
angle with respect to the beamline. The (~,c5) metric has the virtue of taking into account the Lorentz boosts of jet systems, and is an integral part of
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Several important
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Other desirable properties:
- flexibility
- few parameters
- fast algorithms
- transparency
- ...

l

Inclusive kt/Durham-algorithm
Catani et. al ’92-’93; Ellis&Soper ’93

Inclusive algorithm:
1. For any pair of final state particles i,j define the distance
2
∆yij
+ ∆φ2ij
2
2
dij =
min{k
,
k
ti tj }
2
R
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Inclusive algorithm:
1. For any pair of final state particles i,j define the distance
2
∆yij
+ ∆φ2ij
2
2
dij =
min{k
,
k
ti tj }
2
R

2. For each particle i define a distance with respect to the beam
2
diB = kti

3. Find the smallest distance. If it is a dij recombine i and j into a new
particle (⇒ recombination scheme); if it is diB declare i to be a jet and
remove it from the list of particles
NB: if ∆Rij ≡ ∆yij2 + ∆φ2ij < R then partons (ij) are
always recombined, so R sets the minimal interjet angle
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Inclusive kt/Durham-algorithm
Catani et. al ’92-’93; Ellis&Soper ’93

Inclusive algorithm:
1. For any pair of final state particles i,j define the distance
2
∆yij
+ ∆φ2ij
2
2
dij =
min{k
,
k
ti tj }
2
R

2. For each particle i define a distance with respect to the beam
2
diB = kti

3. Find the smallest distance. If it is a dij recombine i and j into a new
particle (⇒ recombination scheme); if it is diB declare i to be a jet and
remove it from the list of particles
NB: if ∆Rij ≡ ∆yij2 + ∆φ2ij < R then partons (ij) are
always recombined, so R sets the minimal interjet angle
4. repeat the procedure until no particles are left
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Exclusive kt/Durham-algorithm

Inclusive algorithm gives a variable number of jets per event, according to
the specific event topology
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Exclusive kt/Durham-algorithm

Inclusive algorithm gives a variable number of jets per event, according to
the specific event topology

Exclusive version: run the inclusive algorithm but stop when either

•
•

all dij, diB > dcut or
when reaching the desired number of jets n

8

kt/Durham-algorithm in
Théorie des jets (p. 14)
Mainstream jet algorithms
Sequential recombination

+
ee

kt /Durham algorithm features

kt originally designed in e+e- , most
widely used algorithm in e+e- (LEP)

•
•

�
� and jets
Gives
2
2
2hierarchy to event

yij = 2 min{Ei , Ej } 1 − cos θij
!

Event can be specified
y23, yby
34,y23 , y34 , y45 .

can classify events using
y45, y56 ...
! Resolution parameter related to
minimal transverse momentum
parameter
related to
between jets

resolution
minimum transverse momentum
between jets

Most widely-used jet algorithm in e + e −
!

Collinear safe: collinear particles recombined early on

!

Infrared safe: soft particles have no impact on rest of clustering seq.
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kt /Durham algorithm features

kt originally designed in e+e- , most
widely used algorithm in e+e- (LEP)

•
•

�
� and jets
Gives
2
2
2hierarchy to event

yij = 2 min{Ei , Ej } 1 − cos θij
!

Event can be specified
y23, yby
34,y23 , y34 , y45 .

can classify events using
y45, y56 ...
! Resolution parameter related to
minimal transverse momentum
parameter
related to
between jets

resolution
minimum transverse momentum
between jets

Most widely-used
jet algorithm in e + e −
Satisfies fundamental
requirements:
! Collinear
safe:
collinear particles
recombined
early
1. Collinear safe:
collinear
particles
recombine
early
onon
! Infrared safe: soft particles have no impact on rest of clustering seq.
2. Infrared safe: soft particles do not influence the clustering sequence

⇒	 collinear + infrared safety important: it means that cross-sections can be
computed at higher order in pQCD (no divergences)!
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The CA and the anti-kt algorithm
The Cambridge/Aachen: sequential algorithm like kt, but uses only
angular properties to define the distance parameters
2
∆Rij
dij =
R2

diB = 1

2
∆Rij
= (φi − φj )2 + (yi − yj )2

Dotshitzer et. al ’97;Wobisch &Wengler ’99
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The CA and the anti-kt algorithm
The Cambridge/Aachen: sequential algorithm like kt, but uses only
angular properties to define the distance parameters
2
∆Rij
dij =
R2

diB = 1

2
∆Rij
= (φi − φj )2 + (yi − yj )2

Dotshitzer et. al ’97;Wobisch &Wengler ’99

The anti-kt algorithm: designed not to recombine soft particles together
2
2
2
dij = min{1/kti
, 1/ktj
}∆Rij
/R2

2
diB = 1/kti

Cacciari, Salam, Soyez ’08
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Recombination schemes in

+
ee

Given two massless momenta pi and pj how does one recombine
them to build pij ? Several choices are possible.
Most common ones:
1.E-scheme

pij = pi + pj

2.E0-scheme

p�ij = p�i + p�j

3.P0-scheme Eij = Ei + Ej

Eij = |�
pij |

Eij
p�ij =
(�
pi + p�j )
|�
pi + p�j |

E0/P0-schemes give massless jets, along with the idea that the hard
parton underlying the jet is massless
E-scheme give massive jets. Most used in recent analysis.
11

Recombination schemes in hh
Most common schemes:

•
•

E-scheme (as in e+e-)
pt, pt2, Et, Et2 schemes

-

first preprocessing, i.e. make particles massless, rescaling the 3momentum in the Et, Et2 schemes or the energy in the pt, pt2 schemes

-

then define

pt,ij = pt,i + pt,j
φij = (wi φi + wj φj ) /(wi + wj )
yij = (wi yi + wj yj ) /(wi + wj )

where the weights wi are pti for the pt, Et schemes and pti2 for the pt2
and Et2 schemes
NB: a jet-algorithm is fully specified only once all parameters and the
recombination scheme is specified too
12

Cone algorithms

Théorie des jets (p. 23)
Mainstream jet algorithms
Cone

Modern cone algs have two main steps:
!

Find some/all stable cones

1. A particle i at rapidity and azimuthal angle (yi, Φi) ⊂ cone CResolve
iff cases of overlapping stable cones

≡ cone pointing in same direction

!

�
(yi − yC )2 + (φi − φC )2 ≤ Rcone

13
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≡ cone pointing in same direction

!

�
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ȳC ≡ �
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Modern cone algs have two main steps:
!

Find some/all stable cones

1. A particle i at rapidity and azimuthal angle (yi, Φi) ⊂ cone CResolve
iff cases of overlapping stable cones

≡ cone pointing in same direction

!

�
(yi − yC )2 + (φi − φC )2 ≤ Rcone

2. Define

�
i∈C yi · pT,i
ȳC ≡ �
i∈C pT,i

�
i∈C φi · pT,i
φ̄C ≡ �
i∈C pT,i

3. If weighted and geometrical averages coincide (yC , φC ) = (ȳC , φ̄C )
a stable cone ( jet) is found, otherwise set (yC , φC ) = (ȳC , φ̄C ) & iterate
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Théorie des jets (p. 23)
Mainstream jet algorithms
Cone

Modern cone algs have two main steps:
!

Find some/all stable cones

1. A particle i at rapidity and azimuthal angle (yi, Φi) ⊂ cone CResolve
iff cases of overlapping stable cones

≡ cone pointing in same direction

!

�
(yi − yC )2 + (φi − φC )2 ≤ Rcone

2. Define

�
i∈C yi · pT,i
ȳC ≡ �
i∈C pT,i

�
i∈C φi · pT,i
φ̄C ≡ �
i∈C pT,i

3. If weighted and geometrical averages coincide (yC , φC ) = (ȳC , φ̄C )
a stable cone ( jet) is found, otherwise set (yC , φC ) = (ȳC , φ̄C ) & iterate
4. Stable cones can overlap. Run a split-merge on overlapping jets: merge
jets if they share more than an energy fraction f, else split them and
assign the shared particles to the cone whose axis they are closer to.
Remark: too small f (<0.5) creates hugh jets, not recommended
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Cone algorithms
•

The question is where does one start looking for stable cone ?

•

The direction of these trial cones are called seeds

•

Ideally, place seeds everywhere, so as not to miss any stable cone

•

Practically, this is unfeasible. Speed of recombination grows fast with the
number of seeds. So place only some seeds, e.g. at the (y, Φ)-location of
particles.

14
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The question is where does one start looking for stable cone ?

•

The direction of these trial cones are called seeds

•

Ideally, place seeds everywhere, so as not to miss any stable cone

•

Practically, this is unfeasible. Speed of recombination grows fast with the
number of seeds. So place only some seeds, e.g. at the (y, Φ)-location of
particles.

Seeds make cone algorithms infrared unsafe
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Jets: infrared unsafety of cones
pt

1
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Seed!

➟

400

0

1

3

2

3

φ

3 hard
2 stable
hard +for1a 3-particle
soft event
3 stable
Figure
1: Stable cones
found bycones
the midpoint 3
algorithm
(left) andcones
for
the same event with an additional infinitely soft gluon (right).
SISCone
as a replacement
for the
midpoint
algorithm.
Let usis
consider
the
Soft
emission
changes
the
hard
jets
algorithm
IR
unsafe
3-particle event displayed in Fig. 1(a). When clustered with the midpoint algorithm, 2
stable cones are found, leading to two jets: one with particles 1 and 2 and a second one with
particle 3. If one adds to that hard event an infinitely soft gluon as shown in Fig. 1(b),
a third stable cone is found and the three hard particles are clustered in a single jet. This
changealgorithm:
in the jet structure
addition
of soft particles,
a phenomenon
which
happens
Midpoint
takeupon
as seed
position
of emissions
and
midpoint
with infinite probability in perturbative QCD, gives rise to divergences in the perturbative
between
two emissions (postpones the infrared satefy problem)
expansion and proves that the midpoint algorithm is infrared unsafe.
This problem arises from the fact that the seeded approach misses stable cones — here
the one containing particles 2 and 3 in Fig. 15
1(a). The workaround to restore IR safety

Seedless cones
Solution:
use a seedless algorithm, i.e. consider all possible combinations of
particles as candidate cones, so find all stable cones [ jets]

Blazey ’00
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use a seedless algorithm, i.e. consider all possible combinations of
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The problem:
clustering time growth as N2N. So for an event with 100 particles need
1017 ys to cluster the event
prohibitive beyond PT (N=4,5)
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Seedless cones
Solution:
use a seedless algorithm, i.e. consider all possible combinations of
particles as candidate cones, so find all stable cones [ jets]

Blazey ’00

The problem:
clustering time growth as N2N. So for an event with 100 particles need
1017 ys to cluster the event
prohibitive beyond PT (N=4,5)

Better solution:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

NOT FOR DIST

SISCone recasts the problem as a computational geometry problem, the
identification of all distinct circular enclosures for points in 2D and finds a
solution to that
N2 ln N time IR safe algorithm

Salam, Soyez ’07
Figure 3: (a) Some initial circular enclosure;
16(b) moving the circle in a random direction
until some enclosed or external point touches the edge of the circle; (c) pivoting the circle

IR safety test & time comparisons
IR safety test: takeismd-salam-jets-v3
a random hard event,printed
add very
soft
emissions,
count
on December 27, 2007
the number of times the hard jets change due to soft emissions
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algorithms as a function of the particle multiplicity N .
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ATLAS Cone
MidPoint
Iterative Cone

SISCone

! as fast
! IRC safe

Anti-kt

! regular
! IRC safe

Webber, Nucl. Phys. B 406 (1993) 187 and refs.
18 )
Both
available
from FastJet (http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/∼salam/fastjet
1993)
3160
[hep-ph/9305266].

If you don’t want
theoretical efforts
to be wasted!

Jet area
Given an infrared safe, fast jet-algorithm, can define the jet area A as
follows: fill the event with an infinite number of infinitely soft emissions
uniformly distributed in η-φ and make A proportional to the # of
emissions clustered in the jet
Jets @LH (G. Salam, LPTHE) (p. 12)
Status and plans

NB: cone,
not circular!

⤷

Jet areas – visualised
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⤷

NB: new
anti-kt

What jet areas are good for
jet-area ≡ catching area of the jet when adding soft emissions
use the jet area to formulate a simple area based subtraction of
pile-up events
1. cluster particle with an IR safe jet algorithm
2. from all jets (most are pile-up ones) in the event define the median
pt,j
ρ=
Aj

3. the median gives the typical pt/Aj for a given event
4. use the median to subtract off dynamically the soft part of the
soft events
psub
= pj − Aj ρ
j
Pileup = generic p-p interaction (hard, soft, single-diffractive...) overlapping with hard scattering
20
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Cacciari et al. ’07

Quality measures of jets
Suppose you are searching for a heavy state (H→gg, Z’→qq, ... )
Introduction

Quality measures

Filtering

Results

The object is reconstructed through its decay products
measures
⇒ Which jet algorithm (JA) is best Quality
? Does the
choice of R matter?

1. Qfw=z (R) → The width of the smallest (reconstructed) mass window that contains a fracti
the generated massive objects:
„
«
# reconstructed massive objects in window of width w
f =
.
Total # generated massive objects
√
√ (R) → The max. fraction of events f in window of width w = x M:
2. Q f

Define: Qwf (JA, R) ≡ width of the smallest mass window that
contains a fraction f of the generated massive objects
w =x

M

f

Qw =x √M (R) ≡

•
•

Max # reconstructed massive objects in window of width w =
Total # generated massive objects

good algo ⇔	 small Qfw(JA, R)
ratios of Qwf (JA,R): mapped to ratios
√ of
effective luminosity (with same S/ B )
L2 = ρL L1

ρL =

Qfz (JA2 , R2 )
Qfz (JA1 , R1 )
Juan Rojo
Quantifying
22the performance of jet algorithms at the LHC

Introduction

Quality measures

Filtering

Results

The PileUp case

Quality measures: sample results

The performance of jet algorithms - Narrow H → gg
NB: Here “fake Higgs” = narrow resonance decaying to gluons

‣

Less favored
choicesuse
for athe
MH = 2 standard
TeV case: algo
At 100GeV:
Tevatron

(kt, R=0.7) instead of best
100 GeV
2 TeV
1. choice
Use SISCone,
but
R
=
0.6
instead
of
R
= 1.1 →luminosity
ρL ∼ 0.55
(SISCone, R=0.6
⇒ lose ρL = 0.8best
in effective
best

2 TeV
2. Use Rbest
, choose not SISCone, SubJet/Filtering but kT → ρL ∼ 0.6

In both cases → Lose almost half eﬀective discriminating power Σeﬀ !

Juan Rojo
Quantifying the performance of jet algorithms at the LHC

LPTHE
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The performance of jet algorithms - Narrow H → gg
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almost
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⇒	 lose
in effective
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Juan Rojo

A good choice of jet-algorithm does matter!
Bad choice of algo ⇔	 lost in discrimination power!

Quantifying the performance of jet algorithms at the LHC
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LPTHE

over the decay into tt̄ pairs, the branching ratio of which does
ferred from Fig. 10.1 (right plot). The electroweak corrections
moderate size [391, 392, 405, 406]. The total decay width of
g. 10.1 (left plot), does not exceed about 1 GeV/c2 below the
Higgs masses the total decay width grows up to the order of
he interpretation of the Higgs boson as a resonance becomes
range coincides with the upper bound of the Higgs mass from

Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?

1

_
bb

-1

Low-mas
complex
channel, H
backgroun

WW

BR(H)

10

Jets, G. Salam, LPTHE (p. 2)
Intro

ZZ

+ −

ττ
_
cc

Various pr

tt-

!

gg
10

-2

!
!
γγ Zγ

500

1000

10

!

-3

50

100

200
MH [GeV]

500

gg → H

WW →

gg → t

qq̄ → W

1000

C

cay width (in GeV/c2 ) of the SM Higgs boson as a function of
ratios of the dominant decay modes of the SM Higgs particle.
ctions are taken into account

⇒	 Light Higgs hard: Higgs mainly produced in association with Z/W,
decay H→bb is dominant, but overwhelmed by QCD backgrounds

on mechanism at the LHC will be the gluon-fusion process
24

Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?
!!"#"$%"&"%"#"''
Recall why searching for pp →WH(bb) is hard:
!

()*+,,"-./"0)+1*.234"561"77"#"$%8''9""20"".+1:

σ(pp → W H(bb)) ∼ few pb
!

σ(pp → W bb) ∼ few pb

;877"#"$%8''99"<"5)-"7'"="";877"#"$">>9"""<"5)-"?"@ABC"7'"

σ(pp;877"#"$''9"""<"5)-""7'"""""";877"#"DD9"<"EAA""7'="";877"#"'D9"<"CAA""7'
→ tt) ∼ 800pb σ(pp → W jj) ∼ few 104 pb σ(pp → bb) ∼ 400pb
!

!

F243+,")?D1+*D263"20"*,)+1,/"G)1/":2552*H,DI"J.)"KH)0D263"20"*+3"63)":6"
signal extraction very difficult
0243252*+3D,/"')DD)1I"J.)"124.D"7+3),"0.6-0"D.+D"2D"20"76002',)

Conclusion [ATLAS TDR]:
The extraction of a signal from H → bb
decays in the WH channel will be very
difficult at the LHC even under the most
optimistic assumptions [...]
!

LJMLF"JN(
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Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?
But ingenious suggestions open up to window of opportunity

!!"#""$%"&'("%"#"))
!!"#""$%"&'("%"#"))

!

!
%*+*"&+*",-+**".&/'"/(*&0
%*+*"&+*",-+**".&/'"/(*&0

Central idea:
require
high-pT W"$")707'"&'(",-*"%/330")707'"/'",-*"*8*',
and Higgs boson in the event
+*12/+*""-/3-45
"$")707'"&'(",-*"%/330")707'"/'",-*"*8*',
+*12/+*""-/3-45
!

-

!

!

6

6

" "9*&(0",7")&:;4,74)&:;"*8*',0"<-*+*",<7")412&+;0"&+*":7',&/'*("
leads"to"9*&(0",7")&:;4,74)&:;"*8*',0"<-*+*",<7")412&+;0"&+*":7',&/'*("
back-to-back
events where two b-quarks are contained
</,-/'",-*"0&.*"=*,">"
</,-/'",-*"0&.*"=*,">"
within" the
same jet
-/3-45 "(7*0"(*:+*&0*",-*"0/3'&9"?@6"/,"+*(2:*0"",-*")&:;3+72'("
" -/3-45 "(7*0"(*:+*&0*",-*"0/3'&9"?@6"/,"+*(2:*0"",-*")&:;3+72'("
high pT*8*'"0,+7'3*+"A*>3>";/990"",,"5+7(2:,/7'B"""""
reduces the
signal but reduces the background much more
*8*'"0,+7'3*+"A*>3>";/990"",,"5+7(2:,/7'B"""""
improve
acceptance
and kinematic resolution
" /.5+78*0"&::*5,&':/*0"&'(";/'*.&,/:"+*0792,/7'""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
" /.5+78*0"&::*5,&':/*0"&'(";/'*.&,/:"+*0792,/7'""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
6"

6"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
""
""

!

!
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!

Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?
Then use a jet-algorithm geared to exploit the specific pattern of H →
bb vs g → gg, q → gg

-

QCD partons prefer soft emissions (hard → hard + soft)
Higgs decay prefers symmetric splitting
try to beat down contamination from underlying event
Jets, G. Salam, LPTHE (p. 8)
try
to capture most of the perturbative QCD radiation
The method
#3: jet filtering
R
b

b
g

R filt

R bb
R bb
mass drop

filter

UE

moderate
, Rbb is quite
large; UE
pileup degrade 3.
mass
resolution
1.Atcluster
theptevent
2. undo
last4&recomb:
filter
away the UE:
p
δM ∼ R ΛUE M [Dasgupta, Magnea & GPS ’07]
with e.g. CA algo
large mass drop +
take only the 3
Filter
the jet R
and large-ish
symmetric + b tags
hardest sub-jets
t

!

Reconsider region of interest at smaller Rfilt = min(0.3, Rbb̄ /2)

!

Take 3 hardest subjets

27 b, b̄ and leading order gluon radiation

Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?
Mass of the three hardest sub-jets:
combine HZ and HW, pt > 200 GeV
Jets, G. Salam, LPTHE (p. 11)
Results

3 channels combined

Common cuts
!
!
!

common
‣ptVwith
, ptH >
200 GeV & channel
|ηHspecific
| < 2.5

cuts:
ptV>, p30tHGeV,
> 200GeV
[pt,!
|η! | < 2.5] , ...

real/fake b-tag rate: 0.7/0.01
‣Real/fake
b-tag rates: 0.7/0.01
√
! ‣
very16neat
peak for
S/NB:
B from
GeV window
!

No extra ", b’s with |η| < 2.5

!

WZ (Z
→bb)
3 channels
combined

Important
forVZcalibration
Note excellent
, Z → b b̄

for calibration
Butterworth,peak
Davison,
Rubin, Salam ’08
NB: qq̄ is mostly t t̄
−1
30 fbwith
thisH
looks
possible new channel
for light
5.9σ atAt305.9σ
fb-1for:VH
→like
bba recovered
as one
of the best
Higgs discovery. Deserves serious exp. study!
discovery channels for light Higgs? More (exp) studies to come !
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Recap on jets
Two major jet classes: sequential (kt, CA, ...) and cones (UA1, midpoint, ...)
Jet algo is fully specified by: clustering + recombination + split merge or
removal procedure + all parameters
Standard cones based on seeds are IR unsafe
SISCone is new IR safe cone algorithm (no seeds) and anti-kt a new
sequential algorithm
Using IRunsafe algos you can not use perturbative QCD calculations
With IRsafe algo: sophisticated studies e.g. jet-area for pile-up subtraction
Not all algos fare the same for BSM/Higgs searches: quality measures
Recent applications of jet substructure (Higgs example)
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